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Altitude and Motion Estimation for Autonomous Vehicles through
Wide-Field-Integration of Optic Flow
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This study proposes an estimation method not only velocity dependent motion variables but also altitude information
of a vehicle. For the estimation of the variables, Wide-Field-Integration (WFI) of optic flow algorithm is applied to image
data obtained by onboard cameras. In this paper, first optic flow representations for vehicle motion is extended so that they
are applicable to images obtained by cameras off from the mass center of a vehicle. Then, to make the altitude estimation
possible, the extended procedure is applied to optic flow obtained by two cameras: one is placed at mass center of a vehicle,
and another is a different position. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by numerical simulations
considering sensor noises.
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should be established by using onboard sensors, because
exogenous position sensors (e.g. Global Positioning System:
GPS) cannot be used. Furthermore, such autonomous control
systems are desirable to be light weight, small size, and low
computation.
Wide-Field-Integration (WFI) of optic flow is one of the
promising techniques, because it has the desirable features
stated above. WFI of optic flow is a motion estimation method
inspired by a biological research on the visual processing
systems of flying insects’ compound eyes. 1)-6) Optic flow is
the vector field of relative motion to environments, and the
integration over a wide field of optic flow (i.e. WFI of optic
flow) makes the motion estimation robust even in unknown
environments. In the standard procedure for WFI of optic flow,
the translational and rotational velocities of a vehicle are
estimated by using other sensor outputs for the altitude and
attitude information. Usually, the altitude is measured with a
laser sensor, while the attitude information is obtained by
Inertial Navigation System, e.g. accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetic sensor, etc.
This paper discusses a method to estimate not only the
translational and rotational velocities but also the vehicle’s
altitude information.7), 8) The altitude estimation by WFI of
optic flow are investigated as, 1) a backup system of a laser
sensor, 2) an alternative method when a laser sensor is useless
due to engine plume in a final touch down phase, and 3)
expanded theory from academic viewpoints. First, the
fundamental relation between vehicle’s motion and optic flow
obtained by a camera is generalized for arbitrary camera
positions. Then, by utilizing two sets of optic flow obtained
by two image sensors, the altitude estimation method is
introduced. Finally, the proposed method is verified by
numerical simulations considering sensor noises.
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sensitivity function
reference frame
position vector of a photoreceptor
motion parallax vector
angular rate around xb-axis
angular rate around yb-axis
angular rate around zb-axis
translational velocity along xb-axis
translational velocity vector w.r.t. Fb
translational velocity along yb-axis
translational velocity along zb-axis
state variables
altitude
elevation angle
azimuth angle
nearness function
numerator of nearness function
rotational velocity vector w.r.t. Fb

:
:

elevational direction
azimuth direction

:
:

body fixed
terrain fixed

Introduction

For deep space exploration missions, autonomy is one of
the key technologies because the time delay of commands
from Earth is extremely long. Thus, in the vicinity of target
celestial bodies, autonomous motion control of space probes
1

2.

Estimation Procedure in Standard WFI of Optic Flow

This section first reintroduces the relation between a
vehicle’s motion and optic flow obtained. Then, a standard
WFI of optic flow process is explained under the assumption
that a camera is placed at the mass center of the vehicle.
2.1. Optic flow
Consider a vehicle moving a vicinity of a celestial surface,
and define two reference frames: an inertial frame Ft fixed to
the surface, and the vehicle fixed frame Fb whose origin is
placed at the mass center of a vehicle (Fig. 1). The optic flow
is the vector field of relative velocities between the vehicle
and the environment.
Assume an image sensor is placed at the mass center of the
vehicle, and its image surface is a sphere of unit radius
denoted with S2. Moreover, there are photoreceptors on the
spherical image surface, and the positions of the
photoreceptors are defined with the azimuth and elevation
angles; these angles are both measured positive from the xband zb-axes of the frame Fb, respectively. Then, the position of
a photoreceptor is described from two sequential rotations for
the azimuth and elevation angles,  and  , as follows:
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Fig.1. Spherical image model for WFI of optic flow.
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where   k ,  k  and N indicates the position and the number
of the photoreceptors on the spherical image surface.
For three-dimensional motion estimation, spherical
harmonics are frequently used as the sensitivity functions.
Furthermore, to distinguish the azimuth and elevational
directional components of optic flow, this study uses the
following form of sensitivity functions. 19)

(1)

Consider that the fiducial point on the surface is stationary
to Ft, and that the reference frame Fb fixed to the vehicle,
which is moving with v = [u v w]T and ω = [ p q r ]T. Then,
the motion parallax vector Q is defined as the time
derivative of Q on the spherical imaging surface. Then optic
flow can be expressed as 8)
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where c(*) and s(*) indicate cos(*) and sin(*), respectively.
2.2. Motion estimation by WFI of optic flow
The research on optic flow has started over 50 years ago.
8)-10)
However, precise motion estimation by using optic flow
is difficult, because optic flow is very sensitive to the
uncertainty of surface profiles and sensor noises.
Thus, WFI of optic flow has been introduced to utilize a
wide range of optic flow for better estimation. 11)-18) The
obtained optic flow is integrated with space functions F ,
which are called “sensitivity functions”. By using the
sensitivity functions, sensor outputs y is obtained as follows:

y   2 Q T F d  ,
S

0 
 ,
Fj 

(7)

where subscript j indicates the j-th spherical harmonics. Thus,
by using up to M-th spherical harmonics, the following output
vector is obtained for optic flow components measured by
photoreceptors.

(2)

where  is defined as the inverse of the distance to a point
on the celestial surface. Then, the two component of optic
flow along the azimuth and elevation directions can be
expressed from Eq. (2) as follows.

Q   pc c  qc s  rs    us  vc  ,
Q   ps  qc    uc c  vc s  ws  ,

(6)

k 1

(8)

On the other hand, WFI of optic flow virtually supposes a
flat, infinite, and horizontal plane instead of uncertain surface
profiles. Then, the nearness function  in Eqs. (3) and (4)
can be expressed as follows:

(5)



where d   sin   d   d  is a solid angle on the spherical
image surface. Furthermore, the space integration in Eq. (5)
can be replaced with Riemann sum at the photoreceptor
positions without degrading estimation accuracy, 15) as follow.

 s c s  s s s c  c c c
,
z

(9)

where z is the “altitude” from the virtual plane,  and 
are the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle expressed in the
3-2-1 Euler angle sequence. Thus, the output y in Eq. (8) can
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be also evaluated from the flat surface assumption by using
Eqs. (3), (4) and (9). The following 6-state variables appears
linearly in the output equations,

x  u v w p q r  .
T

(10)

Thus, for the expression y  Cx , the standard procedure for
WFI of optic flow can estimate the 6-motion variables by
using the pseudo inverse matrix C † as follows:

x  C† y .

ω P

(11)
Fig.3. Camera’s translational motion induced by a rotation around

3.

the mass center of a vehicle.

Effect of Sensor Position on Optic Flow

In previous section, image sensors are assumed to be placed
at the mass center of vehicles, and the optic flow measured by
such cameras is expressed as Eq. (2). Here, the effect of the
camera’s position off from the mass center is discussed, and a
simple countermeasure to cope with is introduced.
The first and second terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2)
are linear for the angular and translational velocities,
respectively. Thus, the equation can be rewritten in a simple
form as

On the other hand, the camera’s velocity vector vc can be
expressed from Fig. 3 as follows:

 ( , )
Q  Aω 
Bv ,
z

where zc is shown in Eq. (14) and C is a 3  3 matrix defined
with the camera position.
From Eq. (16), the two components of optic flow can be
expressed in the same way as Eqs. (3) and (4). Therefore, the
motion estimation procedure explained in Subsection 2.2 can
be expanded with small modifications for cameras placed off
from the mass center of a vehicle.

vc  v  ω  P .

Thus, from Eqs. (12) and (15), the optic flow measured by a
camera can be expressed by the following relation.
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and  ( , ) is the numerator in the right hand side of Eq. (9).
The camera’s position off from the vehicle’s mass center
effects in two parts of Eq. (12): altitude z and velocity vector v.
The altitude at the camera position is different from that at the
mass center (see Fig. 2). Thus, in the same way as Eq. (1),
define the vector P for the position of the camera w.r.t. Fb as

P  P sin c cos  c sin c sin  c cos c  ,
T
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Altitude Estimation Added to Motion Estimation
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W
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where U  u z , V  v z , and W  w z . Then, since the
vector x1 has six components, all of the elements can be
estimated through a standard procedure for WFI of optic flow.
Furthermore, assume that the vehicle has another camera
placed off from the mass center. Thus, the optic flow
measured by the second camera is described by Eq. (16).
Multiplying zc in both sides of Eq. (16) leads the following
relation:

(14)

c

c

Q zc  Aωzc    Bv  PBCω  .

z

(16)

For the estimation of the vehicle’s altitude from the ground,
this section proposes an estimation procedure by using two set
of optic flow measured by two cameras.
When one camera is assumed to be placed at the mass
center of a vehicle, i.e. P  0 , the optic flow is expressed
with Eq. (12). Then, define the following state variables
instead of Eq. (10).

where P indicates the distance from the mass center, i.e.
P  P . Then, the altitude at the camera position can be
described by considering the translational matrix from Fb to Ft,
R tb , as follows.
zc  z   R tb P 

(15)

zc

(18)

Here, note that since the two cameras are boarded on a vehicle,
the state variables estimated from the second camera should
be same as those from the first one. Thus, the V1 and ω1
estimated from the first sensor can be substituted into Eq. (18)
considering v  zV1 . Then, the relation is

Fig.2. Spherical image plane placed off from the mass center of a
vehicle.
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Q zc  Aω1 zc    zBV1  PBC
Cω1  .

((19)

Table 2. Vehicle’s motion param
meters used in thee simulations.
parameters

Since zc is show
wn in Eq. (14), the above relaation includes only
on
ne unknown pparameter z (Note, the seecond term inn Eq.
(1
14) can be evaaluated as a constant
c
value when the attiitude
an
ngles  and  are measuured by other seensors). There fore,
th
he altitude can be estimated from
f
Eq. (19). Once z is obtaained,
th
hen the translaational velocitiies are calculaated from v  zV1 .
Thus, combininng the estimaation of ω1   ω  , the altiitude
in
nformation andd the six state variables can be estimated ffrom
tw
wo sets of opticc flow measureed by two cam
meras.
Note since thhe optic flow has
h two compo
onents, the altiitude
in
nformation from
m Eq. (19) cann be evaluated in two ways: ffrom
th
he azimuth andd from the elevvation compon
nents. The poinnt to
bee noted in thiis altitude estimation is exp
plained in the next
seection.

values
1

Altitude z [m]
Attitude angles ( ,  , ) [deg]

(0, 0, 0)

Case 1: Translatiional velocities (uu, v, w) [m/s]

(0.2, 0.2, 0)

Case 2: Translatiional velocities (uu, v, w) [m/s]

(0.2, 0, 0)

Angular velocitie
es (p, q, r) [rad/s]]

(0, 0, 0)

Fig.5. Vehicle’s Translational
T
veloocities in two casses.

5..

Numericall Simulation
hicle. Thus, thhe
any directional translational mootion of a veh
cam
mera positions in
i the simulatiion are suppossed as shown in
Table 1.
This
T
paper shows the estimaation results for
f the vehiclee’s
two cases of motions shown iin Table 2, which
w
are sam
me
exceept the translational veloccities. Figure 5 shows thhe
geom
metric relation
ns between thhe cameras and
a
translationnal
directions. Note th
hat in each casse, uniform ran
ndom noises are
a
addeed to both thee azimuth andd the elevation
n components of
optic flow vectors. The maxiimum magnitu
ude of randoom
noisses is specified
d with 30% oof the magnitu
ude of the exaact
optic flow, which should be meaasured in an ideeal condition.
Figure 6 (a) and
a
(b) show the estimated result of thhe
vehiicle’s altitude in
i Case 1 from
m the azimuth and
a the elevatioon
com
mponents of optic
o
flow, reespectively. Thus,
T
for bettter
estim
mation, usuallly the two eestimated altittude should be
b
averraged at each instant. Figuure 7 indicates the estimateed
motion variables for
f the averagged altitude infformation. Froom
Figss. 6 and 7, it iss seen that botth the altitude information annd
motion variables (translational and rotationall velocities) caan
be estimated wiith reasonablee accuracies by using tw
wo
cam
meras.
On
O the other hand,
h
Fig. 8 shows the estimated altitudde
information in Caase 2. In this case, the estim
mation accuraccy
from
m the elevatio
on component of optic flow
w is apparenttly
worse. This reason can be expllained from Fiig. 9. As can be
b
seen
n, the optic flo
ow vectors meeasured by thee camera 2 havve
smaall values in the elevationnal direction. Therefore, thhe
estim
mation accuraccy becomes low
wer. This implies one realisttic
proccedure for the altitude
a
estimaation as follows. First, evaluaate
the magnitudes
m
off two componeents of the obtaained optic floow
vecttors, by sampliing or by averaaging. When both
b
componennts
are not
n sufficiently
y small, the alltitude informaation is finalizeed
by averaging thee two estimattions from th
he azimuth annd
elev
vation compon
nents. If one component iss small enouggh,
only
y another com
mponent shouuld be used for
f the altitudde
estim
mation.

To verify tthe effectivenness of the proposed altiitude
esstimation proccedure added to the motion estimation, this
seection shows some typical nuumerical simullation results.
Note, in thee simulations, the followin
ngs conditionss are
ad
dopted for futuure experimenttal verification
n using a micro
ro air
veehicle and reaal optic flow sensors. Firstt, the altitude and
motion
m
estimatiions of space vehicle are usually
u
requireed at
teens or hundrreds meters height
h
above planet surfa
faces.
However,
H
the veehicle altitude in the simulations is set as 1 [m]
fo
or the experiments. Next, thee optic flow sen
nsor shown inn Fig.
4 will be uused in the experiments. The sensorr is
made by ZMP
OpticalFlow-Z
O
Z
Inc., an
nd its processsing
allgorithm has bbeen improvedd to generate 79
7  59 optic flow
veectors for the field of view 45.1 [deg]  34.6 [deg] w
with a
frrame rate of 100 [fps]. Thus, the optic flow in the simulattions
iss assumed to be obtained in the same conditions ass the
ex
xperimental seensor. Furtherm
more, the prev
vious study 18)) has
im
mplied that tw
wo optic sensoors with 90 [deg]-interval inn the
azzimuth directiion show reassonable estimaation accuracyy for

Fig.4.

Optic floow sensor used inn future experimeents.
Table 11. Camera posittions used in the simulation.
s

Azimuth anglle  c [deg]

Camera 1
0

Camera 2
90

Elevation anggle  c [deg]

135

135

Distance from
m c.m. R [m]

0

0.5

4

Fig.6.
F

Vehicle’ss altitudes estimaation from the azimuth and elevatioon components of
o optic flow (Casse 1).

Fig.7.
F

Vehicle’ss motion variablees estimated from
m WFI of optic floow (Case 1).

Fig.8.
F

Vehicle’ss altitudes estimaation from the azimuth and elevatioon components of
o optic flow (Casse 2).

Fig.9.
F

Optic floow and its enlargeement captured by
y the camera 2 inn Case 2.

5

6.

Conclusion
8)

This paper proposed a procedure to estimate both the
vehicle’s altitude and its translational and rotational velocities
by using two cameras. For this purpose, the relation between
optic flow and the vehicle’s motion has been expanded so that
they can deal with cameras placed off from the mass center of
a vehicle. Then the estimation procedure has been introduced.
The effectiveness of the proposed method has been verified by
numerical simulations considering sensor noises.
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